Where’s The Beef? - by Peter Green

For each of the 8 letter answers in this
puzzle the answer word is a combination of
two 4 letter words (i.e. drawback or
turnpike). For these answer words I have
clued each 4 letter part separately and it
the solver’s responsibility to determine
which four letter word pairs with which.
The clues are presented in alphabetical
order of the answer word and the answers
include 6 capitalized words, 1 archaic word
and 1 abbreviation.
When completed properly both the 4
corners and the 4 central squares can each
be anagrammed into a 4 letter word.
These 2 words can then be combined into
an 8 letter word descriptive of the title of
the puzzle.
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Traveling fair with energy is sizzling
The balm osteopaths use virtually
Parisian friend of the dreamiest extraction
Grizzly bear loses energy for a Syrian maybe
Rings are nothing next to well-mixed beer
Actress Sorkin has a right to General North
Bouncer Bob finally has everything
Pub denizen delivers Shakespeare
Warning light could be a scam
Live with an edible seed
Abe, Tim and Ella; lacking the extremes come
to a reckoning
Corps of the Rambo dynasty
Boost by arrangement and go north to the
city
Watch out for the tiger; a cage has it coming
back
Subterranean area for the odd pairs of
cadavers
Antibiotic to the ear, drink or come back
Bonnie companion bicycled around without
the writer
In secret I needed a stupid person
Fuel dissent; it eventually seemed
extraordinarily light headed
Bead was teleported back missing summer in
Bordeaux
A canvas stand for an animal dropping its
head
Get advantage from a disadvantaged German
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Ainsley is confused but delightful
God is a thorny rose
Get some relief, reenter and disengage
Solidifies finally having the legal papers
Go for a lethal dose of the yellow stuff
Instrument of hydrogen or nitrogen
Foot parts are popular stereo records
I take solace, replacing carbon with tin to keep it
apart
What a scoop for a boy and the French
Take West Street, heading right over an expert
I get an appointment and then I get in the
middle of it!
I get about in the excavation
Got rid of and proffered without hype and
hesitation
More unctuous as footballer tackles the first
person
Seafood delicacy loses heart for the open court
hearing
Go back to the animal that eats the gnarled tree
A vehicle after a point of encrustation
Comprehend the basis of diplomacy and
propagate
A bit of the most backwards
Designing the home for the hog fish
State resale contains famous mother
The facades of five engineers who don’t have a
drink

